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Abstract 

Exclusive T~ and charged-particle production in eo'lisions of 
Ar on KC1 are studied at incident energies from C.4 to 1.8 GevVA. 

The correlation between the »" and the total charged particle multi
plicity confines the reaction alonp a narrow ridge with no exotic 
islands of pion production. For hiqh Multiplicities the system 
reaches the total disentegration of tarqet and projectile into sinoly 
charged fragments and pions. Every ?00 HeV/A data was taken with a 
central and inelastic trigger. For central collisions the metn T" 
multiplicity increases linearly with the bombarding energy with no 
marked discontinuities due to the a(3.3) resonance. At '.8 GeV/A 
evidence for nonthermal w~ production in central col'isions i« 
found. The total c.m, energy in x~ shows linear depeifence or •»•» 
i" multiplicity with a slope of t = 300 !*eVf*~. St>-anoe pa>-tir!<? 
production in the central collision of 1.8 GeV/A Ar rn r«"i U «.-tr. 
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The natural framework for the description of high enerqy nucleus-

nucleus interactions, above the pion production threshold is given by 

the quark model. For example the production and decay of the 4(3.3) 

isobar, the most important inelastic channel up to bombardinq energies 

.if several GeV/0, is described by the quark exchange between two 

nuclenns with the coupling of the quarks in one of them to 1 = 3/?: 

the decay occurs by the emission of one quark fron the a and the auark 

antiquar'- production from the vacuum to form a nucleon and a pion 

(rig. 1!. The families of excited states of the nucleon K , & and 

stranao bayons are hiqher anqul r momentum states in the cnuplino of 

three quarks; u's and d's coupled to I • 1/? for the N , u"s and d's 

roup led to 1 = ?/? for the A and u's and d's with one stranqe quarV s 

for the stranqe bayons A"s and 2's. Correspondingly the mesons arp 

quark antiquerk pairs. The enerqies at wMch these statps can be 

formed in an NN collision are given in Fig. ?. At thpse enerqies "n 

TH cross sections vary by a factor of !0 resultinq in a very energy 

dependent pion mean free path in nuclpar matter. 

The aim of this work is to study the enerov dependence of the 

isobar and meson production in central collis'ons of in equal î ass 

system fAr ^ KC1) from below the 4n,31 resonance up t" t h o hiqhpst 

B^viiac p:-ierqies. Exclusive measurements of all the reaction products 

are necessary in order to measure the enerqy flux in pions, the energy 

flux in certain parts of phase space, to obtain invariant masses to 

extract isobar decays and search for exotic states with baryon number 

greater than 1, and to do two and many particle correlations. 
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At the Bevalac the steamer chamber with it's in gpowtry and 

100 percent efficiency for charged particles, is the roost suitable 

detector for such experiments. Nevertheless, all the neutral part

icles remain undetected. He have measured the central ?nd inelastic 

interactions of Ar on KCl at 360, 5rfi, 77?, 977, 1180, '3P*. IfOI and 

1808 MoV/nucleon. For each event throe pictures are taken, in order 

to reconstruct the momenta of the charged particles. Tho event', have 

been scenneo, classified according to the number of neoative •!'<ns. 

total charged particles, and leading tracks. Scanning results and 

preliminary results from thp neqative oion momentum reconstruction 

will bo presented. 

!n Figure 3 the total Charged particle multiplicity distrihul ions 

and «" multiplicity distribution for the central and inelastic trig

gers are shown, together with the correlation of •" an<j tot<>' multi

plicity for the 1.8 GeV/A bombarding enerqv. for the in^lx 11<- t.--o-

qer the total multiplicity distribution fal's off exonrrnt *»' ly for 

sm^ll multiplicities, reaches a plateau for ir.ult iplic it *es b^'v^en T> 

and 10 followed by a sharp cut off at hichf mu*'iplic it'»•*. T h " 

plateau is also apparent in the distribution of t^e r^jm^^r n f par* ---

pant protons, which can be extracted using the nultiplii ty r ' 'r>.~{~-i 

particles. The fireball and cascade models" do not rep'.idur- t*> • 

extra yield which comes from a larger transverse monte"' " r,-'fT' '" 

near central collisions than assumed by these models. 

The total cross sections for the inelastic and central '•-'oaf' *'* 

1.8 barns and 180 mbarns respectively. The w~ multiplicity d-^frj-

but.ion has a mean of 2.5 for the inelastic triaaer and c.9 f~r ;> . 
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central trigger. The firehall and firestreak models overpredict the 

number of »" by a factor of ?. This places «n doubt the assumption 

of chemical equilibrium of pions and &'s as the production mechanism. 

The correlation between negative pion and total charged-particle 

multiplicity is shown in Figure 3 as contour lines of constant cross 

section. The reaction is confined to a narrow ridge with no discern

ible exotic islands of pion production. For the higher TOiltiplicities 

the system reaches the total disintegration into sinoiy charged 

fraqments and pions. 

Surprisingly, the energy dependence of the i" multiplicity 

distributions is very smooth as one traverses the different N and t 

resonances. For the central trigger the mean »~ multiplicity shows 

a linear dependence on the bombarding energy fFig. 4). At each bom

barding energy and as a function of the number of participant protons 

in the interaction (0) and mean »" multiplicity sh-ws a linear 

dependence on 0. It is interesting to see if this is compatible with 

a short pion and a mean free path. 

A small sample of *~ from the 1.8 GeV/A central interactions 

have been reconstructed. A scatter plot p> vs p plane in the center 

of mass is shown in Figure S. The signature of a nonthernal pion 

source is clearly visible in which the « decay's forwards-backward is 

still present. 

It is of great interest to extract the total c m . energy in 

legative pions (E ) as function of the »~ multiplicity. 

Figure 6 shows the correlation between H and E for the recnn-
W IT 

structed sample. A distribution peaking at 1.? GeV for 4 w~ is 
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observed with a linear dependence of E on H with a slope of 

c = 300 MeV/»~. Further theoretical analysis needs to be done to 

see if this linear relationship and the dispersions are in agreement 

with independent nucleon-nucleon isobar production or if some 

signature of other coherent processes in highly compressed nuclpar 

matter is present. 

A clearer signature from the primary most compressed stage of the 
4 interaction is expected from the strange particle production. In 

the streamer chamber the charged decay of noutral Strang? hadrons can 

be detected with good efficiency by identifying secondary vertices 

(Vees). In this way the K » » «" and A » p»~ decays can be reasured, 

identified by their invariant mass and their momenta can be extracted 

from the riecjy kinematics. The identified vees in the l.fl GeV/* 

central trigger run have been measured and reconstructed. Since we do 
+ not have particle discrimination between * an»f p each ovfr.t >s 

plotted in the plane of invariant masses assuming it is a « «" pair 

or a pn~ pair (Figure 7). He see that most of them correspond to 

decaying .Vs. A c m . p. vs p scatter plot is shown for the idertt-

fied A's in in Figure 8. The distiibution in the c m . is expected 

to show a forward backward peaking due to phase space, while thp K* 

distribution is expected to be isotropic More data is needed to 

improve the statistics for the strange particle production. 

In summary we have presented our first results of charged 

particle-4n-experiments in high energy nucleus-nucleus collisions. 

Existing models describing relativistic heavy ion interactions must he 
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able to provide predictions for more exclusive measurements Iik«» the 
ones reported here. So far, none of the models can cchijrently fxolain 
our data. 

I would like to acknowledge my collaborators in this work. 
Reinhard Stock, Herbet Stelzer, John Harris, Jim Banningan, Jorae 
Geaqa, Leslie Rosenberg, Lee Schroeder, Kevin Wolf and Pein>r 
Renfordt. In particular 1 would like to acknowledge the support of 
Rudolf Bock for this project. 
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Figure Captions 
** 

1. Quark diagram for the reaction p * p * 4 * o 
' » / « D 

?. Known baryon and meson states plotted as function nf the 

laboratory bombarding energy at which they can be excileo in 

nucleon-nucl»on reactions. At left the arrows eive Ihp energy 

per nucleon at which we toolt data. 

3. Top: Total multiplicity and »" multiplicity distributions for 

the inelastic and central triqqer in IhP interaction of Ar nn K M 

at 1.8 GeV/A. Bottom: Correlation between toi->! raill'DM'<ty 

and «~ multiplicity for the inelastic trioger as cnrtr-urs of 

constant cross section (mharns). 

A. Energy dependence of the mean »" mil tipl icitv m thr rrifi' 

interaction of Ar t.n KT1. 

S. Scatter plot of the »~ produced in 373 central interact iors '•< 

Ar + KC1 at 1.8 GeV/A, plotted in thP center of mass P| /<. p. 

plane. 

fi. Total center of mass energy in neQative pions of each r»con 

structed event vrs the ." multiplicity at I.fl G<>V/A. The 

straight line corresponds to a slope of 300 MeV/*~. 

7. Scatter plot of the reconstructed vees due to neutral stranoe 

particle decay in the streamer chamber for the 1.8 GeV/A °neroy. 
+ plotted in the plane of invariant masses assumina a « ^' or a 

pir pair. Most events correspond to \ decays. 

8. Scatter plot of the reconstructed As center of mass perpendicular 

and transverse momentum. 
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